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This document has been approved for public release and sale; its distribution is unlimited. The orientation of a spacecraft when it is in a stable equilibrium state is studied in this report. The spacecraft is assumed to contain a single momentum wheel with its spin axis in an arbitrary direction and a damper for dissipation of energy. Two situations are already well understood.
(a) The wheel is spinning at such a speed that the magnitude of its angular momentum equals that of the entire spacecraft. In its unique stable equilibrium state, the spacecraft will orient itself such that the momentum vector of the wheel coincides with the momentum vector of the entire spacecraft which is fixed in inertial coordinates.
(b) The wheel has stopped spinning relative to the spacecraft body.
There are two stable equilibrium states. In each, the axis of maximum moment of inertia of the spacecraft is oriented in one of two possible directions along the momentum vector and the spacecraft is spinning about this axis.
In each of these two situations, when the spacecraft is not in a stable equilibrium state, the damper dissipates energy and drives the spacecraft toward a stable equilibrium state. * In this stable equilibrium state, the damper dissipates no energy since the spacecraft is either stationary or spinning about a fixed axis.
Intermediate situations between these two extreme situations are analyzed in this report. The momentum wheel speed relative to the body is assumed to be held constant by a drive motor and the orientation of the spacecraft when it is in a stable equilibrium state is investigated. It will be shown that for an arbitrary but fixed wheel speed in any stable equilibrium state the * In theory, no dissipation takes place when the spacecraft is in an unstable equilibrium state, but this case is ignored in this report because in practice a disturbance torque will perturb the spacecraft from an unstable equilibrium state.
body will rotate about some axis which orients itself along the spacecraft momentum vector. The damper -dissipates no energy while the spacecraft spins about this axis. This axis is not necessarily the wheel axis or a principal axis of the spacecraft. If the wheel speed is larger than some threshold, it will be shown that there is only one stable equilibrium state and the orientation of the spacecraft when in this state can be determined. If the spacecraft is designed so that when it becomes misoriented the momentum wheel is automatically driven at a predetermined speed, the methods of this report can be used to determine the equilibrium orientation of the spacecraft.
The precise evaluation of the expressions of this report requires a knowledge of h, the magnitude of the spacecraft angular momentum. For example, the threshold varies linearly with h. However, in many cases, the direction of the axis in spacecraft coordinates about which the body spins is insensitive to fairly large variations in h as long as the wheel speed remains above the threshold. Therefore, the results of this report are useful when h is known only approximately.
When two of the principal moments of inertia are equal, the results of this report require some special interpretation since some of the expressions become infinite. The best way to handle this situation is to let the moments of inertia differ by a small quantity and observe what happens when this quantity approaches zero. In practice, no two moments of inertia are exactly equal, so the results for equal moments of inertia are not emphasized in this report.
For the special case where the spacecraft body is symmetric about the wheel axis, the threshold value of the wheel speed is determined in Ref. Z using a somewhat different approach.
Z. Formulation of the Problem
Consider a spacecraft which is rigid except that it contains a momentum wheel that is free to rotate about a shaft parallel to an axis Z in spacecraft coordinates which passes through the spacecraft center of mass. Define the direction of positive Z such that a vector representing angular velocity of the wheel with respect to the rest of the spacecraft is in the direction of positive Z.
The momentum wheel is assumed to have symmetry about its spin axis. Two additional coordinates X and Y are chosen so that XYZ forms a right-hand orthogonal coordinate system centered at the spacecraft center of mass and fixed to the rigid part of the spacecraft which does not include the wheel. The wheel can be considered to be composed of a first part with zero inertia about axes X and Y and inertia C about Z and a second part with zero inertia about axis Z and non-zero inertia about axes X and Y. The first part is free to rotate about Z relative to the rest of the spacecraft. The second part also rotates with the first but for purposes of obtaining an expression for the kinetic energy it is convenient to assume that the second part is rigidly attached to the spacecraft. This represents no restriction since the kinetic energy is the same regardless of the rotational speed about Z of the second part. All parts of the spacecraft other than the first part of the wheel will be referred to as the spacecraft body and assumed to be rigid.
The spacecraft body has three principal axes. Denote these axes x, y, and z, which form a right-hand orthogonal coordinate system such that the positive Z axis is in the octant x s 0, v s 0, and z > 0, and such that I si 
Points of Minimum Kinetic Energy
In this section, we consider a problem where a, a, a, I, I, I, x y z x y z C, h, and eo are fixed and examine the minima of the function
where T is the kinetic energy of the spacecraft and p= (-T-)• Equation 1 follows 2 from the fact that the energy of the wheel is (uC) /2C and the energy of the body be computed using Eq. 1. The assumption that co is fixed implies that a motor drives the wheel such that the component of its angular velocity along Z is constant. Assuming that energy is dissipated in the body by the damper, regardless of the initial values of b , b , and b (initial orientation of h in the spacecraft x y z -coordinate system), the spacecraft will eventually orient itself so that b , b , x y and b take on the values of the coordinates of a minimum of T. In this stable z equilibrium state, the direction of h is fixed in both inertial coordinates and in the spacecraft coordinates. Therefore, the spacecraft body is either stationary with respect to an inertial frame of reference or rotating about h. In particular, its component of angular velocity along Z, Q y , is constant. In this report the terms minimum and stable equilibrium point are used interchangeably. At a minimum, the damper dissipates no energy since the body is either stationary or spinning about a fixed axis.
In the above formulation it is assumed that CJ , the component along Z of the angular velocity of the wheel relative to inertial coordinates, is constant.
In practice the determination of stable equilibrium points when the speed of the wheel relative to the body, OJ = to -Cl , is constant is of most interest. However, S Z-i the solutions to the two problems are the same as long as the variables are interpreted properly. This is true because at equilibrium Q is constant as stated in the preceding paragraph. In many practical cases Q is small compared to u> so that oo ;« OJ . s There are several situations in which knowledge of the components of h, or equivalently the direction of the axis about which the body spins, in spacecraft coordinates is valuable. Two situations are:
(a) The spacecraft loses power for a while (e. g. , while in the earth's shadow) so that the momentum wheel stops spinning relative to the body.
Power is regained and the momentum wheel is automatically accelerated to a predetermined speed GO relative to the body. In many practical cases, the magnitude of the angular momentum, h, will be much larger than the magnitude of angular momentum changes caused by disturbance torques during the power outage so that the direction and magnitude of h remain approximately fixed in inertial space. Knowledge of the components of h in the spacecraft coordinate system would be extremely helpful in bringing about complete recovery of the spacecraft from misorientation suffered while the momentum wheel was without power. Table 1 for various ranges of the parameters a ,a , and a . x y z Table 1 Conditions on a , a , a * For these four cases, a necessary condition for T to have a unique minimum is that either Eq. 2 or 3 with > replaced by > be satisfied.
Given the values of the spacecraft parameters, a threshold t of wheel speed can be determined from Eqs. 2 and 3 such that if w > t the vector h has only one stable equilibrium point in the spacecraft coordinate system. In this equilibrium position, the components of h can be determined from the relations of Table 1 . If to < t, there may be as many as three equilibrium positions. In each equilibrium position, the spacecraft body may rotate about h. These positions may be studied using the expressions of the appendix. It is desirable that the spacecraft be designed to keep oo > t so that the additional equilibrium positions will not exist.
Example: Wheel Axis Along a Principal Axis
Consider a spacecraft composed of two rigid bodies. See Table 1 . Therefore, if the wheel speed is kept high enough so that more than 5<£ of the angular momentum of the spacecraft is due to the wheel spinning, the momentum vector has only one stable equilibrium point in spacecraft coordinates. In this equilibrium position, the vector h is not parallel to the wheel axis. The body may spin about an axis along h. For t < w < h/C where t is some threshold, w is the momentum wheel speed, C is the wheel inertia, and h is the magnitude of the spacecraft angular momentum, there is only one equilibrium state of the spacecraft. If the momentum wheel axis is not parallel to a principal axis of the spacecraft, in the equilibrium state the spacecraft body spins about an axis which is not parallel to either the wheel axis or a principal axis when t < to < h/C. If the wheel axis is parallel to a principal axis, in the equilibrium state the body spins about an axis which is parallel to the wheel axis when t < w < h/C. The value of t and the orientation of the spin axis of the spacecraft body in the equilibrium state can be determined using the expressions derived in this report. 3-66-7180 MOMENTUM WHEEL SPACECRAFT 
